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could be produced, and the risks involved in the project increased greatly, with the core costs 2. oldal
components could not be calculated. From the perspective as an investor, our ability to make
decisions was compromised.
In spite of the above, we endeavored to deliver our promise, and the work team prepared a .
business plan utilizing all the materials they had. However, as you know, this business plan
positioned the new Malev as a low cost carrier ir East Europe, but our partner, and ourselves,
hoped to see more Chinese elements in the new Malev, and make Budapest a getaway for
Hainan Airlines to Europe. As a result, that business plan was not approved by our partner
and HNA Group, and we undertook the review of the business plan.
During our review, we realized that the assumptions regarding the growth of revenue in the
future lacked objective basis, and were too optimistic in the original business plan. The new
company may not be able to break even after three years, but continue to make losses. On
the other hand, if we operate the new company according to our initial vision, which is to
make Budapest a getaway to Europe, we need to operate a lot of scheduled flights from
China to Budapest using wide-body aircrafts, and lay the route network from Budapest to all
the main cities in Europe, in the hope of attracting passengers. But the reality is that there are
not enough passengers to sustain such routes, and these routes are among the worst loss
making routes for Malev. Such operations will require hundreds of millions of Euros to fund
each year. As an airline, we think that we could not achieve the expected synergies under the
original business plan; and as investors, Mr. Demjan and myself both believe that the huge
cost and risks for making Budapest a European Getaway is unbearable.
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Because of the above reasons, which are out of any parties' control, I regret to inform you that
we will not further participate in the restructure of new Malev. Thank you for your support
during the process of this Project. Under your leadership, your team, including Mr. Tamas
Kocsis and other project team members from the government, has demonstrated admirable
professionalism during the process. It was our pleasure to work with them and to forge a
profound friendship. So, ptease allow me to express my sincere gratitude towards yourself
and your team. Also HNA group and I will welcome you to visit your old friend in China at your
convenience.
HNA Group will continue to value the China-Hungary flight route, and provide quality air
services to the people of both countries, and facilitate the friendly contacts between our two
States.
I wish you health and success.

Yours faithfully,
Adam Tan
Director
HNA Group Co., Ltd.

